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1977), U.S. policy in Central^
America (Last Tango in Huahua"—
tenango, 1981) and the nuclear
Can a left-wing theater collec- arms race (Factwino Meets Armtive born out of the political and ageddonman, 1982), to name but
artistic ferment of the '60s and a few. But Steeltown is one of the
'70s survive into the '80s? The few Mime Troupe shows that
answer is yes if it's the San Fran- ends with a disturbing question
cisco Mime Troupe, the vener- mark rather than upbeat, "theable performing ensemble that people-united-will-never-be-decelebrates its 25th anniversary feated" optimism.
"I wanted to do this play bethis year with a big new show
about labor politics called Steel- cause plant closings and de-industrialization is the proof to me
town.
Since its inception in 1959, the that capitalism doesn't work,"
Mime Troupe has not only" sur- remarked Joan Holden, the comvived but thrived, winning pres- pany's main writer since 1967.
tigious Obie awards, touring "There is a choice to be made by
Europe, Latin America and the everybody as to whether we want
U.S. It is currently being consid- our future in the hands of men
ered for a glitzy Tony award as like Reagan...or whether we
an "outstanding regional thea- want to take our future into our
ter." Though the Troupe's aud- own hands. If people feel hopeiences and admirers have steadily less after this play, I will have
increased over the years, some failed terribly. What I want them
still affix them with the limiting to feet is the burden of that
label of "cheerleaders of the choice."
Posing political alternatives
left." Veteran company members don't mind that term, insist- and encouraging people to act on
ing that the left can use a little them is the consistent theme running through the Mime Troupe's
cheerleading these days.
"There's an inspirational qual- history. R.G. (Ronnie) Davis
ity to our survival," says Dan founded the group in 1959 as a
Chumley, who has acted and dir- boiterous alternative to the unected in the group for the past 16 challenging mainstream theater
years. "At a performance in New of the era. The "Mime" in their
York recently a woman came up name never referred to Marcel
to us and said, 'You're like Marceau-style silent whiteface:
spring. Just when I'm feeling the "Mime is the point of departure
worst I know that's when you'll for our style" wrote Davis, "in
which words sharpen and refine,
come around to perform.'"
Though the political climate but the substance of meaning is
that informed its early work has in action."
Drawing inspiration from the
changed, the Mime Troupe continues to create issue-oriented bawdy, irreverent style of cornshows designed to entertain as media dell'arte (a rambunctious
well as provoke. In Steeltown, improvisational genre associated
which recently opened in San with 18th-century Italian theaFrancisco and will tour the Mid- ter), Davis fashioned original
west and East Coast this fall, skits and grafted topical themes
they tackle a subject as immed- onto excavated commedia clasiate as today's headlines: the di- sics. Davis' other great influence
lemma of steelworkers faced was the German political dramwith layoffs and plant closures as atist Bertolt Brecht, and Davis
big business seeks "new accom- interpreted epic Brecht plays in
modations" with American his own idiosyncratic fashion.
labor. Though the subject is His 1970 version of Brecht's rareserious, the Troupe characteristi- ly produced Congress of the
cally approaches it with an invit- White Washers, for example,
ing blend of slapstick, music, was done in a Chinese Opera
mode.
satirical farce and agit-prop.
Steeltown, scripted primarily
by Joan Holden, is the latest in a Cultural revolution.
long line of Mime Troupe satiric The Mime Troupe began at a
musical fables. The Troupe's propitious time, on the cusp of
shows have explored feminist lib- the emerging San Francisco hiperation (The Independent Fe- pie-radical scene. Davis invited
male in 1970), black power poli- dozens of inventive performers,
tics (Seize the Time, also in writers, filmmakers and musi1970), the eviction of low income cians to participate, and many of
senior citizens from an inner city them later made their own marks
resident hotel (in Hotel Universe, on the burgeoning "cultural rev-
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Mime Troupe turns 25
with Steeltown, a saga
of industrial decline
elution." Composer Steve Reich
became a leading light in the new
music scene, Saul Landau went
on to produce major films and
actor Peter Coyote served as
chairman of the California Arts
Council under Gov. Jerry Brown
and has recently starred in Hollywood movies E.T. and Cross
Creek. Other Mime Troupers
went on to form new ensembles
that would revitalize California
theater—Luis Valdez founded El
Teatro Campesino as part of the
farmworkers' movement, Larry
Pisoni and Peggy Snider invented the Pickle Family Circus and
director Jael Weisman was instrumental in the formation of
the rural theater, Dell'Arte.
From the beginning Davis
wanted his company to perform
free in San Francisco's parks,
and to this day they are there in
the summertime passing the proverbial hat. But it's instructive to
note that in 1965 Davis had to get
arrested and wage a legal battlewith city officials to gain the right
to appear on public property.
The American Civil Liberties
Union defended Davis in court,
and a series of defense fund benefits featuring the Jefferson Airplane, the Grateful Dead and the
Quicksilver Messenger Service
launched Mime Troupe producer
Bill Graham's meteoric career as
rock impresario and proprieter
of Fillmores East and West.
Brash, irreverant, but theatrically innovative and polished,
the San Francisco Mime Troupe
burst on the national scene in
1967—the year of San Francisco's fabled "Summer of Love."
That year their Minstrel Show

(subtitled Civil Rights in a Crack- out with the nuclear war machine
er Barrel) toured college cam- and the Moral Majority. (The
puses and was interrupted at a Factwino/Factperson trilogy has
school in Washington state be- been reprinted in its entirety in
cause it was considered "ob- the journal West Coast Plays,
scene." Their anti-war version of and one of its scripts—Factwino
L'Amant Militaire, Joan Hold- Meets the Moral Majority—apen's adaptation of a commedia peared in a 1982 issue of The Huplay by Carlo Goldoni, garnered manist. )
Along the way, the Troupe
a Village Voice Obie Award for
the group. Writers in mainstream managed to finally obtain long
periodicals like the London overdue major funding from the
Times, Women's Wear Daily and National Endowment for the
Time commented on the Arts, the California Arts Council
Troupe's political fervor and ad- and the Hotel Tax Fund of the
venturous theatrics—sometimes City of San Francisco. They have
with admiration, sometimes with also finally begun to eke out a
meagre living wage, with memderision.
In 1970 the Mime Troupe un- bers now receiving the less-thanderwent an internal transforma- princely sum of between $140
tion like that which tested the and $175 per week for their inmettle of many of the era's left tensive labors.
Another important turning
groups. Some members wanted
to collectivize the company, point came in the mid-'70s when
while others fought the move. the predominantly white Troupe
The resulting rupture caused the decided to seek out talented
departure of founder Davis. black and Hispanic theater art"Ronnie was our master," com- ists for the company, resulting-4n
mented Joan Holden. "When we a new multi-ethnic flavor in their
didn't want a master anymore he scripts and the inclusion of Regdecided not to stay, but we never gae, rhythm and blues and marcould have become who were are iachi music in their musical
scores. (The Mime Troupe renow without him."
At that point the new collec- cently released a self-produced
tive company's chances for sur- record of tunes from several
vival were tenuous. Holden shows.)
wrote her first original script,
The Independent Female, one of Industrial decay.
her many experiments using pop- Perhaps the most important conular American theater forms (in tinuing achievement of the Mime
this case old-fashioned melo- Troupe has been its ability to
drama) to make the work more translate immediate social issues
accessible. For the first time, the into exciting theater. Steeltown is
entire company collaborated on a case in point. When Tripp Mikthe script and inaugurated a sys- ich, the company's booking mantem of "special previews" de- ager, suggested the idea of a play
signed to elicit audience reaction about lumber mills being closed
down, Joan Holden rejected the
and constructive criticism.
"At the preview for Indepen- concept as too dry. A bus ride
dent Female we invited what through California's economiseemed like the entire feminist cally beleaguered Humboldt
movement," Holden recalled. County changed her mind.
"I passed close-down milltown
"It was a disaster! There wasn't
one laugh, just total silence. They after closed-down milltown,"
trashed it. When I was criticized she remembered. "I saw all these
before by Ronnie or the actors I scenes on the street of unemfelt, rightly, that they knew vast- ployed men drinking, husbands
ly more than I did. Getting this and wives arguing. I thought,
political criticism was traumatic. this is it! We have to do a play
In retrospect, they were right about this. By the end of the trip
I decided it had to be about the
about a lot of things."
If its detractors had been com- steel industry. Steel is the primal
pletely right the show would have symbol of the industrial decay of
bombed, and Holden believes the America."
Typically, Steeltown began
Mime Troupe would then have
quietly folded its tent. But the with an intensive research period.
play was an enormous hit, and The Troupe worked with the
Holden (in collaboration with Plant Closures Project, an OakPeter Solomon, Andrea Snow, land, Calif.-based group fighting
Jael Weisman, Robert Alexander steel mill closures, and they interand other writers) went on to viewed Steve Nichols and Rudy
concoct many more popular ori- Quintero, labor activists from
_ ginal plays, including The Dra- the troubled U.S. Steel plant in
1 gon Lady's Revenge (a takeoff Pittsburg, Calif.
"First we learned a lot of stat| on Southeast Asian dope traders
| and the war in Vietnam thatistics," said Holden, "and then
% earned the group its second Obie) we learned about the feelings [of
and the popular recent Factwino/ the unemployed]." Holden was
Factperson series, with super- struck by the fact that after
heroes of clarification battling it World War II "the American
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The Mime Troupe faces the future.
labor movement chose not to
continue the struggle of the "30s
for mass organizing and social
gains, for a whole lot of reasons
—internal dynamics, red-baiting,
the hierarchical structure of the
CIO.... Workers who had led terrible lives were faced with the opportunity of good pay, pensions,
health plans.... So there really
wasn't any reason to look 40
years down the road to where we
are today. What struck me was
that where labor ceased to be the
enemy of capital, capital became
the nemesis of labor. I wanted to
ask in the show, 'How did we get
here?'"
Holden decided to set her play
(as always, a musical satire) in
both 1984 and 1945—boldly, in
reverse of chronological order.
For a historical perspective on
unionism she relied on interviews
with Stan Weir, a lifelong labor
radical who publishes Singlejack
Books in San Pedro, Calif. After
Holden hammered out a first
draft of Steeltown, the Troupe's
actors, composers, designers and
director Arthur Holden worked
with her to shape the script and
then bring it to life onstage. "The
thing that's different at the Mime
Troupe from most theaters,"
noted Arthur Holden, "is that
the script is not the end of the
process. There's nothing sacred
about the text, ever. Everybody
is involved in the creative process
so that everyone has something
at stake."
The Troupe is aiming to "play
for labor audiences everywhere
we can," Holden said. "In general, our plays have reflected the
experience of people like ourselves, radicals somewhat outside
the system. This is a play about
workers and we want it to get the
warmest response from those
closest to it."
Steeltown previewed before

enthusiastic labor groups in Sacramento and Modesto before it
officially opened at the Victoria
Theater in San Francisco during
March. Characteristically, the
show will probably be revised
many times before it goes on tour
in California and the rest of the
country. But the opening night
performance promised that Steeltown would be the Troupe's biggest, most complex and ambitious show in years, an epic that

has been laid off by the mill and
is a reluctant househusband,
while Linda struggles to feed the
family on one paycheck and to
save her husband from alcoholism and despair.
The didactic realism in the first
act of Steeltown doesn't quite
gel, and the Troupe plans exten-.
sive rewrites as the San Francisco
run progresses. But Steeltown
really bursts into life in its second
act, set in 1945 just as World War

STEELTOWN is one of the
few Mime Troupe shows
that ends with adisturbing
question mark rather than
an upbeaty "the-peopleunited-will-never-bedefeated" optimism.
covers decades of musical, dramatic and political territory.
The first act, set in 1984, offers
a tragi-comic depiction of the toll
that plant closures exact from
American working-class families. The central character of Joe
Magarack (Dan Chumley) is
bone-weary after a life in the steel
mill, but believes he must slave
overtime without complaint to
save the plant. His wife Annabelle (Sharon Lockwood) is fed
up with the mill's demands, and
invents outlandish schemes to get
her husband retired—or, if necessary, fired. Down the street
their Chicano neighbors Louie
(Eduardo Robledo) and Linda
(Wilma Bonet) are struggling
with their own problems. Louie

II is ending. In several big, bouncy, '40s-style production numbers, the talented cast (comprised
of Chumley, Lockwood, Robledo, Bonet, Audrey Smith and
Gus Johnson) jitterbug and
hoof, sing Andrews Sisters-type
ditties and syncopated strike
chants and forcefully enact the
roles of young, idealistic steelworkers with visions of post-War
prosperity dancing in their heads.
The style is as glib and presentational as a Broadway musical,
but the content is provocative,
especially when a labor organizer
named Rudy injects a cautionary
note as he attempts to keep his
newly compliant union from
making too many concessions to
the bosses and selling out cheap.

Steeltown ends with a happy
wedding (for the young Joe and
Annabelle Magarack) and on an
ironically upbeat note: "Everything's great in Steeltown," sings
the company in a Brechtian song
composed by Bruce Barthol.
"We're all part of the American
team/ And we're gonna be living
the American dream." The final
scene is a dazzling display of apple-pie American confidence, but
the audience knows all too well
from the downcast first act how
that dream has soured.
Like most Mime Troupe
shows, Steeltown invites controversy and argument. Some audience members have asked whether its critique of union activity
masks a disturbing form of antiunionism.
"If you consider topics of
groups sacrosanct you'll never
say anything," answers Joan
Holden. "I would expect union
officials of a certain type to dislike this play and say it's antilabor. But the rank-and-file
unionists we've performed it for
like it. The play looks for change
to come out of a new, revitalizedfrom-the-bottom labor movement. That's why we want to perform it for labor groups as well
as general theater audiences."
With Steeltown underway, the
San Francisco Mime Troupe
faces its next 25 years with new
vigor. They're planning a kind of
"living newspaper" cabaret
show for the San Francisco parks
this summer—if they can get a
permit during July's Democratic
presidential convention. (The
city is making public assembly almost impossible during the convention.) The company is also
planning dates for its fall tour
and still trying to find venues in
the Midwest, an area they've had
little success in booking since the
early '70s, when the left stopped
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controlling the student entertainment budgets on college campuses. Most of the Mime Troupe veterans are in their 30s and 40s
now, and their earlier youthful
fantasies of being the theatrical
vanguard of a new American revolution have faded. Their belief
in theater as a force for social
change is, however, still very
much alive.
"There is a kind of rudder, a
kind of hope that the Mime
Troupe's continuing existence
provides for people," says Dan
Chumley. Joan Holden adds,
' "At my worst moments I think
it's enough already. But I haven't
•. noticed a drop-off in the demand
for what we do. On the contrary,
it's obviously the kind Of theater
that gives people something."
That "something" is what any
good theater can give—drama,
laughter, music, pleasure—and
perhaps something else: encouragement to keep fighting for a
more just and equitable society
against all the odds. If that's
cheerleading, then the Mime
Troupe is leading some pretty
entertaining, thoughtful cheers—
and audiences around the world
are grateful to have them keep on
doing it.
•
Misha Berson frequently contributes theater reviews and articles
to the San Francisco Bay Guardian, the San Francisco ChronicleExaminer and other publications.
She is executive director of the
Theatre Communications Center
of the Bay Area.
The San Francisco Mime Troupe
will perform Steeltown in California cities through May 17.
They will tour the Midwest and
East Coast in the fall and are
available for bookings. For information, contact the San Francisco Mime Troupe, 855 Treat
St., San Francisco, CA 94110.
(415)285-1717.
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Africa

Continued from page 9
oured" and "Asian" South Africans the
vote in August, but which leaves 22 million blacks unenfranchised—will quiet demands for change. At the same time, increasing guerrilla activity has made factory, office and home security one of
South Africa's fastest-growing industries.
Last year some 55 explosions were reported in the heavily censored press, including bombs at oil depots and power stations as well as in police offices and the
Pretoria defense headquarters.
So Pretoria, like its neighbors, has
been under pressure to limit its over-extension into Angola and to tighten internal security. With U.S. assistance, it may
have partially achieved both goals in the
recent round of talks. Whatever happens
with Namibian independence, South Africa can now pull out of Angola and demand Angolan aid in controlling the border. And if Mozambique really cracks
down on ANC guerrillas, South Africans
who support apartheid can feel a little
more secure at home than they have at
any time since Zimbabwe's independence
in 1980 eliminated the buffer zone of colonial states which once protected South
Africa—but only a little more secure, as
an exploding South African oil depot last
week illuminated.
Gun-running, as the Mozambican
government itself complained last year,
is notoriously difficult to control, especially in countries with undeveloped infrastructures and vast sparsely settled
areas. No matter how hard the Mozambique, Zimbabwe or Botswana governments try to block them, it seems a safe
bet that ANC guerrillas and arms will
find their way south from their training
camps in Angola and their headquarters
in Lusaka, into South Africa itself.
More important, it seems probable
that the ANC has already planned for
just such an eventuality as an imposed
pax Pretoria, by creating structures inside
South Africa to carry on the guerrilla
struggle. More than 2,000 trained guerrillas are already estimated to be inside
South Africa, organizing, planning and
carrying out guerrilla raids with no direct
contact with the ANC's exiled leadership.
The ANC claims all military actions are
now directed from inside the country,
and testimony at trials of captured guerrillas suggests there are already arms
caches hidden throughout South Africa's
black townships. Rather than tightening
its security, Pretoria may have inadvertently moved the military front to inside
its own borders—which is, after all,
where the cycle of violence about which
Machel complained really began.
The ANC has always emphasized political mobilization, regarding violence as a
minor tactic in a broader strategy; the recent round of talks will have no effect on
the increasingly organized political opposition to apartheid inside South Africa.
But it seems no more likely that guerrilla
activity will come to a halt because of the
Mozambique-South Africa pact than that
an independent Namibia will come out of
the Angola-South Africa agreement. As
the ANC's Tambo concluded, "Peace
has not yet broken out" in southern
Africa.
•
Gay Seidman returned from southern Africa in December. She is a member of the
editorial collective of Socialist Review.

Film
Continued from page 13
similar theme, making comparisons and
contrasts after them. During the week of
a recent children's festival, the Disney
Cinderella, E.T. and the first Elpidio
Valdes feature were presented as three
approaches to children's programs.
Cuban features, which automatically
get a two-week extendable run, are usually box office hits, with some exceptions
and the occasional runaway success, like
Portrait of Teresa. People remember the

^

feature films since in Cuba, as seems true
almost everywhere, "the movies" means
"fiction." Most people I talked to could
remember only one or two documentaries
—especially a sports spectacular like
A Igo Mas que una Medulla (Something
More than a Medal)—while they were
quick to recall such dramas as Portrait
of Teresa. Also popular among fiction
features, however, were such "difficult"
experiments in new cinematic language
as Memories of Underdevelopment and
One Way of Another.
Yet the film that was the apple of ICAIC's eye for several years was one the
public detested. Cecilia was supposed to
be the Cuban epic movie of the Cuban
classic 19th-century romance, Cecilia
Valdes. Most of the ICAIC's feature film
resources for more than a year were poured into making this film. Humberto Solas, a turbulently passionate stylist, reinterpreted the novel in a romantic visual
style hinting at twisted morbid motivations among the central characters. It set
off a nationwide debate on the difference
between the'book and the film. "Cecilia
Valdes is a national myth," signs Manuel
Pereira. "Humberto's biggest mistake
was calling the film Cecilia. If only he'd
called it—oh, Josefina—it could have
been judged on its merits."
Cubans may measure their movies up
against their books, but they don't measure them against Hollywood's freely-admitted attractions. "Our movies reflect
our social realities; they have to," one
practical-minded engineering student told
me. "This is a poor country, so we have
to use what's in front of us for our sets.
We can't afford to go around smashing
up our cars like you do—we need them."
Film production reflects social conditions as much as do the subject, style or
reception of films. ICAIC has a management structure, but all executives are either directors or producers, and the desk on
which the buck stops—that of the viceminister of culture—now belongs to filmmaker Julio Garcia Espinosa.
Directors come up with ideas for a
movie, whether it's a newsreel, a documentary, an animated film or a feature.
Since other government branches have
their own filmmaking divisions, ICAIC is
free to choose its own subjects. Directors
often write their own scripts too, accounting for the relatively minor role for
scriptwriters in Cuban film.
At an annual production meeting within each filmmaking division, ICAIC members decide on priorities for new projects,
budgets and deadlines—all of which is
overseen by head of production Jorge
Fraga. The filmmaking union, organized
vertically to include everyone from the
truckdrivers to the directors, shares in the
planning and scheduling. Once a project
is established, the director is responsible
for bringing in the film on time and on
budget. The whole cast and crew will win
or lose accordingly, since their salaries^
are fixed to the estimated schedule.
On the Permuta set, veteran producer
Sergio San Pedro explained how he designs a production schedule. "We all sit
down together—the director, the producer, cinematographer, production designer and editor—and hash out the logic of
the movie, what we want it to accomplish. Then I go away for a few days and
let the different opinions percolate and
come back with a production plan to discuss." Some directors use elaborate
storyboards, while others, like Humberto
Solas, go in with nothing more formal
than a strong personal vision. Their production teams are usually composed of
friends with a sympathy for the director's
personal and aesthetic style.
San Pedro wants both economy and
quality, and one of his rules is to film a
movie as closely in sequence as possible.
"It's too hard on the actors otherwise," '
he says. "We want to make it as easy as
we can for them—I think it's inhumane
to make them play very different moments in their character in the same day.
Besides, it doesn't usually result in very
good filmmaking."
San Pedro isn't troubled by ironclad
union regulations—he was amused when
a Canadian documentary crew .broke
promptly at 1:00 p.m. for lunch as per
contract, even though lunch hadn't ar-

rived—but he is carefully watched b~yv
union reps at every stage in production.
There have been times when the union
took ICAIC to task, and even to court,
for grievances or for not enforcing new
legislation. And it has sometimes called
special meetings when productions have
become delayed or otherwise expensive.
But by and large, says union rep (and
documentary filmmaker) Rebeca Chavez,
"We have a friendly relationship. It's
based on the fact that everyone, more
than anything else, wants to keep on
making movies."
Yet Cuban filmmakers are beginning
to chafe under the endless rounds of improvisation imposed by isolation and
poverty. There is a chronic shortage of
film stock—something that makes documentarists uninterested in 16mm technology and cinema verite style, since they
can't afford the shooting ratio. Juan Padron notes-that his latest feature was the
product of only two animators and one
painter—the barest possible crew. And in
the documentary division, Santiago Alvarez is back to clipping old magazines
since the last video news service ICAIC
received, Visnews, got cancelled.
This new phase brings new challenges
and perhaps some modifications in the
workshop approach. There is talk, for example, of finally setting up a film school
that would replace the existing apprenticeship system, where aspiring filmmakers go to work first in the newsreel division, then make short documentaries
and, if selected by management, move
upward into feature work. Increasingly
authors are being encouraged to write
scripts before finding a director interested
in them, in order to create a pool of available projects as production heats up.
Some film work is being done with a
closer eye for the market. Last year half
of ICAIC's new documentaries had a
musical subject, in an attempt to help
generate foreign exchange with sure-fire
sellers. Co-productions are also on the
rise, among others with France, Spain
and Venezuela. Alsino and the Condor,
an Oscar nominee last year, was a Cuban
co-production with Nicaragua, Mexico
and Costa Rica. These co-productions extend and sometimes formalize a longstanding custom in ICAIC of allowing
other Latin American filmmakers—often
prohibited from making films in their
own countries for political or economic
reasons—to finish their films in Cuba's
facilities.
As Cuban film grows in complexity, so
does the movement in which it plays a
leading role: the "New Latin American
Cinema," independent and often socially-critical film from different Latin
American cultures and countries. Although New Latin American Cinema began when ICAIC was just a dream of
some young Havana film buffs, the existence of a Cuban film industry has made
a big difference to its survival, especially
in recent years.
In 25 years, Cuban cinema has developed from a handful of eager amateurs
making slapdash newsreels to a national
industry and an international pacesetter
in cinematic style. It has all been unlikely
—or, as Julio Garcia Espinosa admits,
"On the face of it, it might seem like a
luxury for a poor country to develop its
own cinema." But Santiago Alvarez, with
typical emphatic gestures, explains, "We
have an urgent battle to wage against underdevelopment, to provide not just
meals but culture for everyone."
•
A different version of this article first appeared in American Film.

Heyday
Continued from page 18
when those written records simply do not
exist. The obvious next step would be to
check the recollections of more than one
individual. But Klehr has conducted
relatively few of his own interviews, relying instead on those Draper conducted in
the '50s. One of the few people Klehr did
interview was Sam Darcy, an important
Communist leader in California in the
early '30s, and in Minnesota and Pennsyl-
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vania later on. Mention of Darcy often
elicits a strong response from CP veterans: he has fervent admirers and equally
fervent detractors. Darcy was closely
allied with William Z. Foster in a decadelong factional battle with CP leader Earl
Browder. (Browder would finally have
Darcy expelled in 1944.)
In 1934 Upton Sinclair, a long-time socialist, sought nomination for governor in
California's Democratic primary. To almost everyone's surprise, he won. In the
general election that fall the Communists
ran Darcy against Sinclair, whom they denounced as a "social fascist." It was not
the CP's most glorious moment. Klehr
writes that Darcy opposed this strategy,
only to be overruled by Browder. But the
only source cited for this is an interview
with Sam Darcy.
In 1938 Darcy is credited with challenging the CP's tactics within the Minnesota
Farmer-Labor Party. Darcy was "angry
that Browder planned 'to transform the
Communist Party into a semi-secret society for conniving in other organizations
instead of an independent mass party of
its own.'" The sole source cited: Darcy.
His recollections may be accurate, but
Klehr has violated his own guidelines for
the "prudent researcher." Klehr uncritically accepts Darcy's version because it
doesn't detract from his own interpretation, because it has a nice "insider" ring
to it and because this is not a subject Klehr
has much of a feel for. Draper had been a
Communist in the '30s. He knew the
world he was describing.
While The Heyday of American Communism remains a valuable source for the
who, what, where and when questions,
for the how and why, we'll have to look
elsewhere.
•
Maurice Isserman teaches history at
Smith College. His book Which Side Were
You On? The American Communist Party During the Second World War will be
reissued by Wesleyan University Press
this year.
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______CHICAGO,

I L______

April 8
Chicago DSA meeting will feature The Last
Pullman Car, a film about the closing of Chicago's Pullman plant given three stars by the
Reader and Chicago Tribune. "A powerful and
revelatory film" (Studs Terkel). At St. Nicolai's
Church, 3000 N. Kedzie, 7:00 p.m. $3 donation
requested. Childcare. Refreshments will follow.
______BOSTON.

MA______

April 14
"Turning the Tide: Strategies for Defeating
Reaganism." An activist conference with Barbara Ehrenreich, Frances Fox Piven, Stanley
Aronowitz, Ruth Messinger, Ray Bonner, former New York Times correspondent in El Salvador. Emerson Hall, Harvard University. 9:30
a.m.-9:30 p.m. Cost: $5.00 in advance, $7.00 at
door. Mail registration to DSA Youth Section,
c/o Tom Canel, 28 Lowell St., Apt. 1R, Somerville, MA 02143. Phone (617) 666-3921.
_ _ _ _ L E X I N G T O N ,

K Y

April 20, 21 & 22
American Atheists, Founder, Dr. Madalyn Murray O'Hair, Director, Mr. Jon Murray, will hold
their 14th annual convention in Lexington, Ky.,
Radisson Plaza Hotel, April 20, 21 & 22. Speakers: Dr. O'Hair, Dr. Alfred Lilienthal (editor, Middle East Perspective), Barbara Smoker (president, National Secular Society, England). Nonmembers welcome. Information: Dan Flores
(512)458-1244.
W I L L I A M S

B A Y ,

W I

May 25-28
9th Annual Midwest Radical Therapy Conference—"The Politics and Organization of Intimacy." Tuition, meals and semi-private lodging
on Lake Geneva—Range: $90-110. Scholarships available. For information, send self-addressed stamped envelope to MWRTC, RR#1,
Box 26, Springfield. IL 62707.
_______
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Continued from page 24
poration. The incentives offered are enticing: duty-free importation of equipment, raw materials and data, relatively
cheap office space, full repatriation of
profits and a corporate tax of 2.5-percent.
What does Barbados receive in return?
"Jobs," says Chase, "and a population
with more familiarity with computers.
We expect to be part of [futurist Alvin]
Toffler's 'Third Wave.'"
Chase says his nation's high literacy
(97 percent), English language, stable
politics and excellent telecommunications—"as good or better than in the
U.S.."—makes it a natural setting for the
offshore office. He admits, though, that
other Caribbean countries, with even
lower labor rates, are qualified, too.
"Throughout the region, I'm not sure
there is an awareness yet of the potential
that the information services industry
holds," he says.
Soon Barbados might face stiff competition for American office work from a
less likely source: China. There, more than
300 data entry operators are employed by
Pacific Data Services, headquartered in
Dallas. Through an agreement with the
Academy of Sciences in Beijing, PDS
teaches Chinese students English and typing, then hires them to key into compu-

ters legal data ranging from court reports
to volumes of statutes. Workers earn
about $7 a week and, according to the
company, their rate of accuracy is 95.5
percent.
Meanwhile, American labor unions
and industry analysts are eyeing warily
the trend toward shifting offices overseas.
"We're concerned, and we are going to
have to take a much closer look at just
how many computer-type office jobs are
leaving the States," says Michael Donovan, who heads up the AFL-CIO's arm in
the Caribbean, the American Institute for
Free Labor Development (AIFLD).
The Barbados-based Donovan says the
offshore push comes after a decade-long
"concerted effort to organize more white
collar workers in the U.S."

Telescabbing.
In the future, employers might be able to
defeat striking workers by simply electronically transferring their work elsewhere—a tactic some critics already have
dubbed "telescabbing"—but, as Donovan says, "This is something new, and
the problem is that no one really has
studied the problem yet."
Riva Olsen, senior business representative at Office and Professional Employees Local No. 9 in San Francisco, says she
is "vaguely aware" that some companies
are sending clerical work out of the country. Olsen, like other local labor officials
interviewed, says she doesn't perceive
"an immediate threat," though her

union is focusing on a related, more
pressing problem.
"Our immediate concern is that offices
in San Francisco and other cities are relocating to rural areas where labor is
cheaper. By moving to Chico or Redding
or some similar place a company can get
people willing to work for minimum
wage. Their savings are considerable."
The phenomenon is hard to fight, says
Olsen, because office employees are traditionally difficult to organize. "They see
themselves as white collar, and identify
unions with blue-collar workers only,"
she claims.
Any proliferation of the offshore office can't help but erode the bargaining
power of the U.S. white-collar worker,
says Lenny Siegel, who, as director of the
Pacific Studies Center in Mountain View,
Calif., watchdogs labor practices in the
electronics industry. "It means there will
be competitive pressure on wages and
conditions. People will be told not to
push for unions because if the pay goes
up, the jobs will move out.
"That's what production workers already are being told," he says.
Siegel doubts that, as telecommunications improve and costs go down, much
can be done to stem the outflow of laborintensive clerical work. "Employers
make the most money by dividing production into the simplest, individual
tasks. Under that system," he says, "it is
nearly impossible to keep those simplified
jobs from moving to where wages are

lowest."
If the offshore office becomes more
commonplace, labor officials say they
will look to government for help. Janice
Blood, spokeswoman for 9to5, a national
organization of office workers, already is
calling for an "official inquiry" into the
impact that technology is having on clerical jobs. She proposes a federal commission composed of business and union
leaders, academics and government representatives that could "assess where the
situation is right now and where it is going."
"The problem," says Blood, "is that
at present the decisions about how new
technology will be used are in the hands
of a few heads of companies. Those decisions should be arrived at more democratically."
Says Peter Cervantes-Gautschi of Silicon Valley's Santa Clara County Central
Labor Council: "Obviously the flight of
office work overseas is going to have to
be stopped in Washington. And we have
plenty of options open, ranging from a
tax placed on corporations to finance retraining of laid-off workers, to duties
placed on the import and export of electronic data.
"Office jobs are considered the biggest
potential for growth in America's new,
high-tech economy. If we can't even keep
those in the country, we're headed for a
major depression."
•
David Beers is a free-lance writer who recently returned from Barbados.

CLASSIFIED
HELP

WANTED

ASSOCIATION FOR UNION DEMOCRACY: Staff opening in NYC for membership recruitment and fundraising.
Someone who can increase membership from 2,500 to 4,000 in one year
by recruiting a national network of volunteer coordinators through telephone,
correspondence, some evening phone
work, occasional travel, carefully selected bulk mailings. Job requires unqualified dedication to civil liberties,
initiative, energy. Labor experience
helpful, especially when combined
with maximum of hard work and minimum of luncheon contemplation. Successful fundraising experience very
heipful. Talent for motivating others.
This is a challenge for the right person.
That is, this is not an easy job. Start
at $13M. Do not phone but write to 30
Third Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11217.
SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER
seeks Research Associate to assist
the Center's attorneys. Responsibilities include research and factual investigations, working with experts,
and drafting documents in complex
civil cases. Must have college degree
and be willing to travel and to work
long and sometimes irregular hours,
l-or more information: Ira Burnim, PO
Box 2087, Montgomery, AL 36102.
POSITIONS

WANTED

PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS, retiring
this spring, 55 years old, interested in
a movement job. I have been an organizer for the California Peace and
Freedom Party and I have worked in
an energy coalition. Francis Halpern,
1111 Vine St., Salt Lake City, Utah
84121.
BED

& B R E A K F A S T

BED & BREAKFAST IN OJAI, CA.
Rooms mountain view. Beautiful
home, quiet. Homemade muffins,
jams. Reservations: (805) 646-8337.
S E R V I C E S
I HELP SELF-PUBLISHING authors of
books. Editing, typesetting, counseling. Brochure: Leonardo Literary Services, Box 5688-TT, Oceanpark, CA
90405. (213)392-2395.

origami peace crane

T-shirt

all cotton royal blue
adult s-m-l-xl $7
child s-m-l $6
catalog 25
purple and green
29 east 9 st. apt.9, nyc 10003

L M S

I N S T R U C T I O N
WANT TO LEARN SPANISH this summer? The Caribbean Linguistic Center
in Santiago, the Dominican Republic,
offers an intensive Spanish course for
non-Spanish speakers. Receive four
hours of classes daily! Live and share
meals with a Dominican family! Enjoy
fabulous beaches! $650. For more information write c/o 4938 Royal St.,
Phila, PA 19144.
HOME STUDY COURSE IN ECONOMICS. A 10-lesson study that will throw
light on today's baffling problems. Tuition free—small charge for materials.
Write Henry George Institute, 5 E.
44th St., New York, NY 10017.
A T T E N T I O N
MOVING? Let In These Times be the
first to know. Send us a current label
from your newspaper along with your
new address. Please allow 4-6 weeks
to process the change. Send to: In
These Times, Circulation Dept., 1300
W. Belmont, Chicago, IL 60657.

FILMS: "AMERICA FROM HITLER to
M-X," about American first strike policies—shocking information on USA's
political role since 1920s; and "We
Are the Guinea Pigs"; anti-war documentaries (color-90 min.) by Parallel
Films, 314 W. 91st St., New York,
NY 10024, (212) 580-3888. Rental,
sales, video/16mm. Award-winning
Moscow Film Festival; U.S.A. Houston Festival, etc.
PUBLICATIONS
RIDE THE RAILWAYS of the World!
—From Siberia to Spain, India to Switzerland, discover the thrill of modern
train travel with The International
Railway Traveler. Sample $3.50. Bimonthly subscription $15. IRT, Box
35067, Dept. I, Louisville, KY 40232.
JEWISH CURRENTS, MARCH-Editorial, "Out of Lebanon—And Then?";
Regina P. Krummel, "Jewish Women
Now," A New Column; Selma R.
Siege, "The Women at Judaism's
Door"; Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz and
Irena Klepfisz, "Jewish Activism in

the Lesbian-Feminist Movement."
Single copies postpaid, $1.50. Sub—
scription $12 USA. Jewish Currents,
Dept. T., 22 E. 17 St., Nr"C 10003.
ROCK AND ROLL GET SERIOUS...
plug into thousands of other committed rock fans by subscribing to Rock
and Roll Confidential, an eight-page
monthly newsletter published by Rolling Stone contributing editor Dave
Marsh. RRC connects the music to
the issues—"Dave.Marsh may turn
out to be the I.F. Stone of rock and
roll," Jay Walljasper, In These Times.
Send $15 for one year to RRC, Dept.
ITT, Box 1073, Maywood, NJ 07607.
ATHEIST HAS AFFAIR WITH SEDUCTIVE CHRISTIAN FUNDAMENTALIST
in Carl Shapiro's "vibrant and provocative" 1984 novel, No Candy, No
Flowers. Softcover $7.50 ppd. Independent Publications, Box 162, Paterson, NJ 07543.
REVOLUTIONARY LITERATURE/ARTS
magazine; First issue; artists, writers
and war. Send $2.75 check—Stake
Publications, Box 7223, Baltimore,
MD 21218.

V O L U N T E E R S
ITT needs volunteers in the Business
Dept. Gain political/practical experience in a stimulating environment.
Work a four-hour shift once a week.
Benefits include staff subscription
rates, ping-pong. Call Kathleen at
472-5700.
MODERN 'ASIATIC' DESPOTISM
masquerading In communist

workers' ideology
A comparative study of Soviet
and ancient 'Asiatic' societies;
a Marxist critique of Marx.
400 pp., 10 maps, Index of Concepts
Cloth bound, $13 - Paper, $6

This Publication
is available in Microform.
University Microfilms
International
JOO Moth Zttt Rod. Dtp t R . An Arbor. Ml «l»

WE CONTINUE FOREVER: SORROW
and Strength of Guatemalan Women,
$4. Their growing involvement in the
struggle of indigenous people. WIRE,
2700 Broadway, #7L, New York, NY
10025.
_____TRAVEL_____
EUROPEAN STUDY TOUR for adult
educators and community organizers
to worker-owned enterprises in Mondragon, Spain, France, and England.
June 24-July 11. $1300.00, Reservations by April 16. Contact: Joyce L.
Kornbluh, Labor Study Center, Univ. of
Michigan, 108 Museums Annex Bldg.,
Ann Arbor, Ml 48109. (313) 764-0492.
TRAVELING TO BRITAIN? We help
you enjoy Britain economically. Custom-tailored itineraries. Free brochure,
price list. INTERBRITAIN, INC., 3445
Wedgewood, Roanoke, VA 24015.
JOIN PEACE ACTIVISTS to Soviet
Union for peace discussions in Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, and 10-day Volga Peace Cruise. Write or call Promoting Enduring Peace, Box 5103,
Woodmont, CT 06460. (203) 878-4769.
EXPLORE ANASAZI CLIFFDWELLINGS, Navajoland, with Learning Adventures, 1556 Georgia, Boulder City,
NV 89005.
"Evangelical Agnosticism!"
Free info and logo.
SEA, Box 515ITT, Auberry,
CA 93602

In These Times Classified Ads
Grab Attention
...and work like your own sales force. Your message will reach 67,000
responsive readers each week. (72% made a mail order purchase last
year.) ITT classies deliver a big response for a little cost.

IDEAS, 8649 Springfield Ave.,
La Mesa, California 92041
Jiack by
poputar

•" '•"«

Word Ritas:

Display Inch Ratas:

IB.*, ui

70t
65«
60e
55e
50t

$19 per
$18 per
$17 per
$15 per
$13 per

•kill ir w»
Bittons: Jl.OO limpmtickers: $1.01
bilk diicomU militlt

freed** Frail} Prtss/T
f O.hi 1527

Elicit. Or. 97440
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STUDY SPANISH
IN NICARAGUA
Learn about the revolution
Year round programs.

Call 212-949-4126 or write to
Casa Nlcaraguense de Espanol
70 Greenwich Ave., Rm. 559
New York, NY 10011

per
per
per
per
per

word / 1 or 2 issues
word / 3-5 issues
word / 6-9 issues"
word / 10-19 issues
word / 20 or more issues

inch / 1 or 2 issues
inch / 3-5 issues
inch / 6-9 issues
inch / 10-19 issues
inch / 20 or more issues

All classified advertising must be prepaid. Telephone and POB numbers
count as two words; abbreviations and zip codes as one. Advertising
deadline is Friday, 12 days before the date of publication. All issues are
dated on Wednesday.
IN THESE TIMES Classified Advertising. 1300 W. Belmont Ave
Chicago. IL 60657. (312) 472-5700.
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BRIDGETOWN, BARBADOS
OBS IN MANUFACTURING ARE
not the only ones moving out
of the U.S. these days. The lure
of cheaper labor, coupled with
advances in computers and telecommunications, has spurred some companies to shift office work, such as word
processing and data entry, overseas as
well.
And much of it comes here, to an island that hopes to become the "offshore
office" in the Caribbean.
For several years now, U.S. firms have
shipped invoices, subscription forms,
questionnaires and other data to Barbados, where operators who are paid less
than half the U.S. rate key them into
computers. Stored on magnetic disk, the
information is then shipped back to the
home office.
The same process occurs around the
globe—an estimated 40 companies in the
U.S., Australia and Japan now send their
labor-intensive clerical work to operations in Ireland, India, Taiwan, South
Korea, the Philippines, even China.
One drawback that has kept this quiet
trend from becoming a boom, is the inconvenient time-lag built into airfreighting information back and forth. Now,
however, the latest company to set up a
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We are at the forefront of testing just
how efficient this [offshore office] concept can be. We could be pioneering a
major trend," he says.

Hard-sell strategy.
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pertinent information

frfUhv'SthC°Dfid!nivision seems to be shared by the Barbados government. A "serious hard-sell strategy" has been developed to attract more U.S. clerical work to
the island, according to Rawle Chase,
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